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Abstract

In the absence of randomized clinical trials, meta-analysis of crowdsourced consumer data may provide the most accurate un-
derstanding of which cannabis strain based products are being used by patients in treating various medical conditions. In this paper,
compared different statistical and data analytics approaches to determine the most closely interrelated or similar strains that belong to
the same family those can treat the same medical condition. The machine learning algorithmic models were used to classify the strains,
validate and finding the insights from that based on Cannabinoid and Terpene Profiles. This analysis visualize with a 3D- Network Graph
of family groupings that demonstrate the unrelated and correlated strains based on calculated weighted distances between the strains.
Furthermore, the analysis helped to define a taxonomy of phenotype based on medical composition of strains.thus can be used to treat
the same medical condition.

Consumers of cannabis based products would benefit from this analysis as it either provides them with replacement options of other
strain based products if a dispensary does not carry a product prescribed to them. This analysis will help provide alternatives with the
least side effects. Dispensaries can use these results to recommend appropriate Products based on phenotypes from a family group to
treat customers with a condition. Dispensaries dont have any research around strains with similar chemical compositions of cannabinoid
and terpene compounds and their effectiveness for specific medical conditions. This research paper provides them the required analysis
to ensure their recommendations have a high percentage of efficacy.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the absence of conclusive randomized clinical trials, scientific analysis of non-experimental crowdsourced data can shed
light on how strains with similar chemical profiles can be utilized to treat a condition.. This evidence based approach
to crowdsourced data with the right data science models applied against them will help define, classify and predict the
efficacy of specific strains and compounds and their relative side effects.
Currently, due to insufficient clinical studies, lack of feedback from patients and medical practitioners, the knowledge on
dosages, side effects and strain efficacies is limited. Thus cannabis strains are being recommended on the basis of trial and
error. Thus from our analysis on Phenotype Cohorts, we can derive insights regarding the efficacies and side effects of
similar strains that belong to the same cluster. Our analysis can provide an estimate of other Strains that can be utilized in
place of a strain in treating a specific medical condition.
While the crowdsourced data we collected contained information on phenotype profiles for about 3000 strains, we had
multiple instances for many strains. We compressed down our dataset from around 10,000 instances to around instances
by considering Median Cannabinoid Values and Mean Terpene Values for each strain in our initial data analysis.

1.1 Data Source
A crowdsourced dataset extracted from industry leading community sites was used as the primary data source for our
analysis. It provides evidence based features for over 9548 phenotypes. Specifically, the full dataset having 4,201 Unique
Cannabis Strains.

Figure ??CBx Cannabinoids Dataset:

Figure ??Terpene Dataset:

1.2 Descriptive Analytics
• The original data extract comprised of around 11,171 instances of around 9548 strains. This information was then

aggregated for each strain using Median for Cannabinoids and Mean for Terpenes.

• The dataset includes 12 Cannabinoids and 35 Terpenes.

• Based on Variance of medical compounds across strains, we assigned weightages for all medical compounds. Based
on the weights assigned, we came up with a mathematical function to compute weighted average strain distances
from strain 0 say Blue Dream for instance to all other strains. We came up with ranks for every strain depending on
its proximity to blue dream.

• This statistical calculation was also replicated in R and Python Jupyter notebook. We built automated codes in R
and Python for calculating total weighted distances and then validated the numbers across excel and python and R
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for random strains.

• We used a variety of machine learning models to determine which strains have the similar efficacy and side effects.
Model evaluation was based on comparison of clusters with our True Validator Engine and Statistical Computation
on Excel.

• We have created a replicable process where information can easily be fed into our analysis engine and new insights
can be derived quickly.

1.3 Data Preprocessing
Our initial step was to merge the data at strain level. As the data consisted of most strain profiles spread across multiple
instances, we had to combine multiple instances for each these strains so as to represent each strain profile with a single
instance.

• Handling missing values:
As the dataset consisted on NA values, we imputed the NA values with 0 in the dataset

• Data Merge:
Considering the central tendency (mean and median) measure of spread/dispersion (skewness) we considered
median for cannabinoids and mean for terpene compounds to come up with a single instance at the strain level.

Table ?? The table below summarizes the number of reviews and strains used in our Arthritis specific analysis.
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2 APPROACH TO CLUSTERING

• Step1: Choosing appropriate Machine Learning technique

We need to perform unsupervised machine learning techniques on the strain profile dataset in order to be able to
gain insights from the data. We do not have a target variable in the data hence supervised learning classification
techniques are not possible.
The business problem in this dataset is to find phenotype cohorts. For this analysis we considered Blue Dream to be
a centroid strain with respect to which we perform clustering on the other strains. We can run this analysis on all
strains to find the similar phenotypes belonging to the same cluster. Due to selection of a strain as the centroid, say
Blue Dream, we cannot consider unsupervised techniques like Kmeans and DBScan as they start with any random
centroid and perform clustering. Unsupervised Machine Learning techniques like Hierarchical Agglomerative tech-
niques clearly help visualize clusters at strain level unlike other clustering techniques. Agglomerative Hierarchical
clustering provides more transparency and clarity in terms of the clusters and phenotypes belonging to a cluster. Its
bottom up approach helps clearly determine the number of clusters and parent child clusters if any. The dendrogram
helps provide a clearer insight. Whereas k means and dbscan can only provide data point groups based on WSS
and BSS.

• Step 2: Strain Rank Calculation

We tried to come up with strain ranking for all strains with respect to Blue Dream strain (Strain 0) based on
smallest to largest distance from strain 0. Strains closest to Blue Dream / Strain 0 will have lowest rankings and
can replace Blue Dream due to similar chemical combinations and phenotype profile. Similarly, those strains with
highest rankings are dissimilar to Blue Dream and do not belong to the same cluster as Blue Dream.
The strain ranking was generated by calculating the total weighted distances of cannabinoid and terpene profiles
for all strains from Blue Dream.

• Step 3: Calculation of sum of weighted distances

Distance is Median of Blue dream - Median of other strain
Standard Deviation: We calculated the standard deviation of each chemical compound
Weightage: depending on the variance / Standard deviation of cannabinoid and terpene profiles, we assigned
Weightages to each chemical compound
Weighted distance: Weightage*Distance
Total weighted distance = Total weighted distance (can) + Total weighted distance (terp)
Rank: Lowest to Highest Total weighted distance

• Step 4: Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering

Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering made use of WARD clustering for calculating the distances. WARD is based
on euclidean distances. The dendrogram from Agglomerative Hierarchical clustering gives clarity on parentage
analysis of strains and gives distinct clusters of strains. We considered 198 strains from the dataset based on rank
calculation of strains when compared to Blue Dream.
We consider Cannabinoid and Terpene profile for Strains separately to carry out clustering as Terpenes more closely
distinguish strains as compared to cannabinoids.

• Step 5: Horizontal Dendrogram for Cannabinoids
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The above histogram gives a view of closest neighbor to blue-dream based on their Cannabinoid profile. The closest
to blue-dream is blue-angel.

• Horizontal Dendrogram for Terpene
The following Dendrograms is showing the Hierarchical Clustering based on euclidean distance. It contains 198
strains that are closest to blue dream, based on their total Terpene distance.
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The above histogram is a closer view of closest neighbor to blue-dream, we can see that the closest to blue-dream
are blue-diamond and medi-haze based on their Terpene profile.

• Step 6: Validation of Findings

We validated our findings with the True Medicines product True Validator. True Validator is an inhouse engine that
basically considers the euclidean distances between strains for Cannabinoid and Terpene Profiles.
Clusters based on Terpene profile are better match against true validator as compared to Cannabinoid profile.
Clusters from Terpene profile strain clustering match results from KNN classification.

3 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

4 MACHINE LEARNING

K-Nearest-Neighbors(KNN) can be used for both regression and classification predictive problems. In this paper, for the
analysis purpose KNN classification is used. The dataset has data related to terpense combination of strains and output
variables is strains name which categorical. So based on given circumstances, had decided to apply supervised KNN
classification algorithm.

4.1 Parameters and Considerations:
Dataset records:200
Number of neighbors: k
Distance: Euclidean distance
Input data: Terpenes combinations
Output data: Strains

Step 1: Selecting k Value

The accuracy of model is dependent on the number of neighbors for analysis. Used cross val score method of
model Selection for finding the appropriate k. So this algorithm provide k=3 because accuracy of cross validation method
is approximate 50%.
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Step 2: Splitting Data for Analysis

For analysis purpose data needs to divide into training and testing sets. The dataset had splitted using different methods
such as Split train test method with combination of 70-30%, 75-25% and so on.
Also, performed K-Fold method having divide data into parts and consider one part as a test and all others as a train set.
Leave One Out method used by importing library from sklearn.cross validation. This method performed by comparing
each record of dataset to all remaining records. After performing all methods, the final algorithm choose Leave One Out
method because results are more accurate.

Step 3: KNN Model Implementation

Created object of NearestNeighbors method by passing parameters such as number of neighbours k=3 and method for
calculating distance as Euclidean method. The next step was fitting the model by passing training set of data. This method
was generated the nearest three neighbours of every strain.

Step 4: Results

The below figure shows the nearest neighbours of strains and their respective distances which were calculated by
Euclidean method.

Step 5: Findings from Analysis
The below classes of strains were classified based on their terpenes combinations. As per graph structure we can say,
Cannatonic and 24k-gold sharing a similar type of terpenes combination.

5 VISUALIZING STRAIN CLUSTERS

The dataset required for below 2D and 3D visualization graphs:
There were two dataset file used. The one file included the strains name and related cluster numbers. The second file
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included the strains names, their 3 neighbour and distances.

2D Visualization:

Observations: The above graph clearly represented such as 24k gold, beyond blue dream and inferno-og are categories
into one cluster based on similarity. We can also say, beyond blue dream is more close to 24k gold as compared to inferno-og.

3D Visualization : Force Network Graphs

6 CONCLUSION

This paper briefly analyzed the strains data based on their chemical compound. The terpene chemical compound was
major consideration for analysis. Also, performed multiple Machine Learning models and Statistical models to finding
insights and patterns from the data which helped to clusterize the strains. This analysis represented into attractive and
simple patterns which is easily understand by any non analytics customers.

• Without knowing strain name the classification technique accurately clusters based on phenotypes chemical combi-
nation.

• Our heuristic observation indicated that the strains of similar names are appearing closest neighbour as one another.
This validate that the approach taken with this classification methodology is accurate and representative of the
phenotypes genetic profile. We can now use this clusters and grouping and the group attributes and characteristics
to discover a new unknown strains efficacy in treating specific medical condition. The further study require to
consider the different weight for the different chemical compound for better accuracy.
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